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Step 1: plug Tenfour into a USB charging socket 
on a PC or other device that supports USB 
charging. The LED indicators on the side of the 
unit will light up to indicate charging 
commencement. When all LEDs remain lit, it 
means Tenfour is fully charged and ready for 
first use!  
 
Step 2: when your mobile device is running low 
on power, connect your charging cable between 
your mobile device and Tenfour and press the 
power button to commence charging. Tenfour’s 
LEDs will flash to show charging has 
commenced. Once your mobile device has fully 
charged, Tenfour will turn off automatically.  
 
Step 3: Recharge your devices by connecting 
them to one of Tenfour’s the USB Outputs and 
then by pressing the power button. Tenfour will 
commence charging and stop automatically 
once the device is full. Once Tenfour has run out 
of power, simply reconnect it to a powered USB 
port to recharge as set out in Step 1.  
 
Tenfour will automatically split its maximum 
power output across the 3 USB ports according 
to demand from whatever mobile device is 
connected.  

*Exact figures are impossible to give due to 
charging varying greatly, depending how fast the 
recharging speed of the power source is, what 
quality cables are used and also how many 
devices are connected to charge via Tenfour.  
 
If Tenfour detects a short circuit, it will 
automatically shut down and becomes 
unresponsive or flash it’s LED’S to signal it 
is in safety mode. To reset, simply plug 
Tenfour into recharge and it will reset the 
unit.  
 
Safety Instructions:  
Tenfour is not waterproof, discontinue use if 
water is detected inside of it / Do not take 
Tenfour apart / Keep away from children / Do 
not store Tenfour into extremely hot conditions 
or throw into fire / Do not connect both input and 
output directly together via cable as doing so 
may damage the unit and batteries / In case of 
abnormal behavior, discontinue use of Tenfour / 
Once Tenfour has come to the end of its life 
dispose of it responsibly.  
 
If you do not follow the guidelines on proper 
handling of the device set out in these 
operating instructions, we do not accept 
liability for any injury or property damage 
associated with the use of this product. 



 
 
 


